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Abstract — Due to the rapidly increasing requirements for
data transmission and storage, applications for fast and
efficient compression of data have a very important role.
Lossless compression must be applied when data acquisition
is expensive. For example, lossless image compression must
be applied in aerial, medical and space imaging. Besides the
requirements for high compression ratios as much as it is
possible, lossless image coding algorithms should be as fast as
possible. During the late nineties of the previous century,
many predictive-based algorithms for lossless compression of
8-bit images were introduced. These algorithms were usually
expanded to enable processing of images with higher bit
depths. All predictive based algorithms used more or less
efficient predictors to remove spatial redundancy in images.
This paper gives a comparative analysis of predictor
efficiency with special emphasis on images with higher bit
depths. A novel predictive-based, lossless image compression
algorithm with a simple context-based entropy coder is
presented, as well. A comparison with standardized lossless
compression algorithms JPEG-LS and JPEG2000 is made on
a large set of 12-bit medical images of different modalities
and 12-bit and 16-bit natural images. It is shown that the
proposed solution can achieve approximately the same
bitrates as standardized algorithms even though it is much
simpler.
Keywords — Bit depth, compression, lossless, medical
images, prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION
LTHOUGH rapid technology development enables
increasing of data storage and transmission
capabilities, a need for more efficient compression
algorithms is ever-present, because technology
development is followed by increased data generation
[1]-[4]. Images, as well as text or videos, represent a piece
of data that caries information. Redundancy occurs when
we have more data than it is necessary to carry a certain
amount of information. Compression is a type of data
transform which reduces an amount of data, preserving
more or less information carried by the data. Standard
image compression algorithms exploit the fact that the
human visual system is unable to detect some spectral
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components, but still, lossless image compression
techniques are required in many practical cases [2]. For
example, space and aerial images are expensive to acquire
and may contain valuable data undetectable by human eye.
Digital medical images are usually written with higher bit
depths than natural images. In some countries there are
legal constraints about lossy compression of medical
images, because they may lose their diagnostic value.
Image compression algorithms can be divided into two
main categories according to a method that is used to
remove spatial redundancy [1]. Prediction-based
techniques use a simple assumption that a pixel value can
be partially or totally represented as a linear combination
of neighbor pixels. Transformation-based techniques
transform data in such a way that allows better
exploitation of spectral components that are present on an
image. For lossless image compression, prediction is
chosen before transformation because it is simple, fast and,
most important, it can guarantee a lossless data recovery.
Intensive research on lossless image compression resulted
in proposing several prediction-based algorithms, such as
LOCO-I [5], [6], CALIC [7], [8], etc. in the late nineties of
the previous century. These algorithms use:
1. a simple and efficient predictor that removes most of
the existing redundancy,
2. context-modeling, that further exploits a repeating
pattern to improve prediction, and
3. entropy coding to finally remove statistical
redundancy.
LOCO-I was further improved and standardized as the
JPEG-LS lossless compression algorithm [2], [6]. At the
beginning of the 21st century, a very flexible and efficient
wavelet-based image compression technique was
presented. Called JPEG2000, this algorithm joined both
lossy and lossless compression, at the same time
answering additional demands, such as multispectral
compression, region-of-interest based compression,
volumetric images compression, etc [2]. Still, in the case
of lossless image compression, JPEG-LS algorithm has
shown to be more efficient, besides the fact that it is much
simpler and computationally less expensive [2].
In this paper, a comparative analysis of linear predictors
efficiency is given. Efficiency of a predictor can be
measured with entropy of output prediction-error image. A
comparison of simple linear predictors, with predictors
based on the least square error and least absolute deviation
is given for higher bit depth images. A simple and efficient
coding context is presented as well. It is based on a small
number of causal pixels and it is bit-depth independent.
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o images witth various bit depths.
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This paperr is organizedd as follows. In Section II
I the
basic phasess of predictivve-based losssless compreession
technique aree presented. Section
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prediction with
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a particcular overvieew of predicctor’s
efficiency on higher bit deepth images. Section
S
IV is about
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context modeeling and Secction V discuusses the propposed
coding conteext. Section VI gives a discussionn on
experimental results off proposed algorithms and
Section VII iss a conclusionn.
II. PREDICTTIVE-BASED LOSSLESS IMAG
GE COMPRESS
SION
Lossless coompression allgorithms werre usually desiigned
and optimized to process natural 8-bit images, withh later
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bit deppth images [6]]-[14]. Many types
extension to higher
of high bit deepth images arre expensive to acquire andd have
a significant practical valuue. Therefore,, it is importaant to
f lossless higgh-bit-depth image
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use an efficiennt algorithm for
compression. For example,, design of losssless compreession
of medical images
i
is im
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o diagnostic value. Predicctive-based losssless
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processing, namely
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preddiction, conteext modeling and
entropy codinng, as it is deppicted in Fig. 1. Entropy cooding
may use neigghbor pixels to determinee a coding coontext
which can im
mprove a com
mpression rattio. Each of these
steps should remove
r
a partt of redundancy as much as it is
possible. Preddictive algoritthms for imagge compression can
be classified into
i
two groupps: algorithmss with a singlee pass
and algorithm
ms with two paasses. Algoritthms with onee pass
count all requuired parametters for comprression duringg one
scanning of image, succh as the optimal preddictor
C
of prrediction erroor can be donne in
parameters. Coding
combination with predictioon or in a seeparate phase after
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the prediction.
to an
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ne the optimaal
param
meters for thee prediction aand coding in the first passs,
while in the seconnd pass consisst of predictio
on and codingg.
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Optimization of parameters is usually based
princciple of least square
s
error, w
which generallly gives betteer
resullts than swittching predicctors. Switchiing predictorrs
choo
ose a subprediictor from thee set of predicctors based onn
the context
c
in whiich the pixel iss located. Red
dundancy is ann
addittional amounnt of data tthat carries no additionaal
inforrmation [1], [2]. Without loss of geneerality, furtheer
discu
ussion is devvoted to grayyscale images. A grayscalee
imag
ge is a matrixx with each ppixel given by
b its level of
o
grayness. Spatial redundancy represents a fact that thee
gray value of onne pixel may be partially calculated byy
valuees of other pixxels, so a part of its informaation is carriedd
by other pixels. Color images aare represented
d by a spectraal
band
d individuallyy and may bee processed by
b each bandd
separately. Additiional redundaancy occurs between eachh
spectral band. A digital videoo is a successsive array of
o
n frames is
digittal images, so redundaancy between
conssidered as a temporal redundancy. Psychovisuaal
redundancy referss to informatioon that is carriied in data, buut
that cannot be deetected by hum
man visual sy
ystem. Still, if
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acquired expensive daata, that kind of
o informationn
we have
could
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processing, so som
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ved. Removingg
psycchovisual reedundancy iintroduces distortion
d
inn
unco
ompressed im
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kipped duringg
losslless image compressionn. Statisticall or codingg
redundancy repressents how muuch data we have
h
more thaat
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a
neceessary to caarry originall amount of
o
inforrmation. Enntropy codiing removees statisticaal
redundancy, and the most commonly used codes aree
Hufffman code, Golomb-Rice
G
hmetic codingg
code, or arith
[4]. Entropy
E
codinng actually perrforms the com
mpression andd
gives the final output sequeence of com
mpressed dataa.
a independennt
Codiing can be done after the pprediction as an
phasse or progressiively during thhe prediction.
III. REM
MOVING SPATIAL REDUNDA
ANCY
Prrediction is thhe crucial partt of compressiion, because it
i
remo
oves most of the
t spatial reddundancy, and
d the choice of
o
the optimal preddictor is essenntial for the efficiency of
o
pression methhods. The prrediction may
y be linear or
o
comp
nonlinear. Linear prediction is bbased on one or more fixedd
predictors, whichh can be coombined with
h appropriatee
weig
ghts or it is poossible to chooose the optimaal subpredictoor
on th
he basis of thee properties off a certain partt of image, i.ee.
on th
he basis of coontext of the region. The context
c
can bee
deterrmined for eaach pixel sepaarately, for ex
xample, duringg
rasteer scanning, a pixel can bee found in thee region of thee
horizzontal edge, vertical edgge, sloping edges, texturee,
smoo
oth region, etc.
e Linear prredictors baseed on a finitee
grou
up of subpreedictors are simple and fast. Severaal
predictors, based on the least squares optim
mization, havee
been
n proposed, whhich in compaarison with fixed predictors
can be more efficient,
e
buut they are much moree
putationally demanding.
d
O
Optimization is based on a
comp
finitee group of caasual pixels, sso called conttext. Since thee
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optimization for each pixel can be computationally
demanding, the adaptation of coefficients is usually done
when another type of region occurs, for example an edge.
For effective adaptation a larger context, comparing with
fixed predictors, is required. Nonlinear prediction is based
on neural networks, vector quantization, etc.
A. Lossless JPEG Predictors
The first version of lossless JPEG, based on prediction,
introduced seven simple predictors for removing spatial
redundancy. These predictors are W, N, NW, W+N-NW,
W+(N-NW)/2, N+(W-NW)/2 and (N+W)/2, where labels
are in agreement with Fig. 1. After prediction, an errorimage is coded using an entropy coder.
B. Median Edge Detection Predictor
A Median Edge Detection (MED) predictor belongs to
the group of switching predictors that select one of the
three optimal subpredictors depending on whether it found
a vertical edge, horizontal edge, or a smooth region [5]. In
fact, MED predictor selects the median value between
three possibilities W, N and W+N-NW (pixels are
commonly labeled after sides of the world, Fig. 1). MED
has proven to be an optimal combination of simplicity and
efficiency.
C. Gradient Adjusted Predictor
A Gradient Adjusted Predictor (GAP) is based on
gradient estimation around a current pixel. Gradient
estimation is done by the context of a current pixel, which
in combination with predefined thresholds gives a final
prediction. GAP distinguishes three types of edges, strong,
simple and a soft edge, and is characterized by high
flexibility to different regions. The first step is to estimate
a local horizontal and vertical gradient:
g v = W − WW + N − NW + N − NE ,

(1)

g h = W − NW + N − NN + NE − NNE

Then, prediction P is done according to these estimations:
i f g v − g h > 80, P = W ; elseif g v − g h < − 80, P = N ;
else P = (W + N ) / 2 + ( NE − NW
if g v − g h > 32, P = ( P + W

) / 4;

) / 2;
elseif g v − g h > 8, P = ( 3 P + W ) / 4;
elseif g v − g h < − 32, P = ( P + N ) / 2;
elseif g v − g h < − 8, P = ( 3 P + N ) / 4.

(2)

D. History Based Blending Predictor
Authors in [10] have proposed adaptive prediction
based on a combination of thirteen simple predictors and
the appropriate penalty of predictors which result in large
prediction errors. In the same paper, authors concluded
that similar results can be obtained using only six simple
predictors. The six predictors defined in a P6 set are W, N,
W+N-NW, NE, (NW+W)/2, NW. The authors concluded
that a reduced and much simpler version with six
predictors gives negligibly worse results than the version
with thirteen subpredictors. Therefore, in this paper only
History Based Blending (HBB) algorithm based on six
predictors will be discussed.
E. SFALIC Predictor
In [15] authors introduced a simple and fast lossless

compression algorithm. The main goal of this algorithm
was not a high compression ratio, but a high processing
speed. One of the proposed subpredictors is an average
combination of three lossless JPEG predictors:
(3)
P = ( 3 A + 3 B − 2 C ) / 4.
F. DARC Predictor
DARC is a simple and adaptive predictor which adjusts
the prediction based on a simple estimation of horizontal
and vertical gradient: gv = |W-NW|, gh = |N-NW| and the
corresponding weighted coefficient α = gv/(gv+gh). After
local gradient estimation, a predictor is calculated as:
(4)
P = α W + (1 − α ) N .
G. Gradient Edge Detection Predictor
Gradient Edge Detection (GED) predictor is designed to
be a trade-off between the simplicity of MED and
efficiency of GAP [16]. GED uses local gradient
estimation, similarly as GAP, to choose between three
subpredictors, defined as in MED predictor. The number
of causal pixels is a compromise between MED and GAP,
as well. Estimation of local gradient is made with:
g v = NW − W + NN − N

(5)

g h = WW − W + NW − N

after which prediction is done according to equation:
if g v − g h > T , P = W
elseif g v − g h < − T , P = N

(6)

else P = N + W − NW

where T is a threshold. In this research, T is
2bit-[(bit-2)/2].
H. Minimum Mean Square Error Predictor
Predictors based on Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) perform the adaptation of prediction coefficients
on the basis of a training set of causal pixels [9], [11],
[14]. This approach can achieve better results reducing
redundancy compared to algorithms that are using a fixed
number of subpredictors. However, during adaptation, it is
necessary to calculate the pseudo inversion of training
matrix, whose order increases with an increasing training
set. If we use the last m pixels for the adaptation of
predictor coefficients of k-th order predictor, the vector of
adapted coefficients a is calculated according to the
expression: a = (CTC)-1CTy where the order of the training
matrix C is mxk. The vector of the last m scanned pixels is
y. A MMSE predictor is an efficient method for exploiting
patterns and textures in causal neighborhood. The main
drawback of this method is the impact of prediction error
square during coefficients adaptation. In other words, if
there is one outsider in a training set it can lead to
nonoptimal coefficients. MMSE is not robust to outsiders.
I. Least Absolute Deviation Predictor
A Least Absolute Deviation (LAD) predictor adapts
coefficients by minimizing the sum of absolute errors
taken from a causal set. The advantage of this method is
stronger robustness to outsiders. The main drawback is the
fact that LAD predictor cannot be adapted in a similar
manner as MMSE, because an absolute value is not a
differentiable function. One possible approach is the
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Fig. 2. Examples of medical images.
weighted iterative adaptation of coefficients [17]. This
approach uses several least square adaptations and it is
proven to converge linearly towards an optimal LAD
solution.
J. Entropies of Prediction-Error Images
Entropy is a theoretical value that describes a minimum
bit rate subject to the assumption that images are zero
order Markov processes. If we denote an image as a
random variable X, with an alphabet A=(a0, a1, a2, .. aN-1),
which means we have an N-bit image, entropy can be
calculated as follows:
(7)
H ( X ) = −  p ( x ) log p ( x )
2

x∈ A

where p(x) is the associated probability of a symbol x.
According to Shannon's source coding theorem, the
optimal code length for an input symbol x is -log2p(x), so
the equation gives an optimal coding bitrate. Entropy
calculated after removing spatial redundancy can be used
for the estimation of a final compression ratio.
Usually, a prediction-error is further processed in order
to increase the performance of entropy coder or to reduce
alphabet size. In this research, two additional methods are
used, as it was described in [15]. Firstly, prediction errors
are calculated with modular arithmetic, thus avoiding the
expansion of alphabet. Secondly, prediction errors are
rearranged to give more Laplacian distribution:
i f E = 2 bit −1 , X = 2 E
(8)

(

else X = 2 2

bit

)

− E − 1.

where X is a remapped value, E is an input prediction-error
and bit is a bit-depth. Since we are particularly interested
in the performance of described predictors on images with
higher bit-depths, experiments are made on a set of
medical and natural 12-bit and 16-bit images. In order to
have a fair comparison, all entropies are calculated after
modular prediction and mapping (8). Table 1 gives
averaged entropy values for described predictors. A
medical evaluation set contains 1338 12-bit CT images
with size 512x512 and 528 12-bit MRI images with
various sizes (Fig. 2). A natural evaluation set contains
147 12-bit and 150 16-bit images with sizes 680x1024
(Fig. 3). All used images are previously uncompressed.
MMSE(m,n) means that an m-th order predictor and an nth order training set are used. LAD(m,n,k) means that an
m-th order predictor and an n-th order training set with k
re-weight iterations are used.
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Fig. 3. Examples of natural images.
TABLE 1: EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT
PREDICTORS ON SEVERAL SETS OF IMAGES WITH HIGHER BIT-DEPTH.

NUMBERS IN THE TABLE ARE AVERAGED ENTROPIES.

Predictor
LosslessJPEG1
LosslessJPEG2
LosslessJPEG3
LosslessJPEG4
LosslessJPEG5
LosslessJPEG6
LosslessJPEG7
MED
GAP
HBB
SFALIC
DARC
GED
MMSE(2,12)
MMSE(4,20)
MMSE(6,36)
LAD(4,12,1)
LAD(4,20,2)

CT
5.17
4.96
5.48
3.95
4.51
4.37
4.75
4.19
4.39
3.94
4.27
4.58
4.30
3.96
3.58
3.34
3.53
3.54

MRI
6.17
5.97
6.48
5.75
5.79
5.69
5.78
5.58
5.57
5.66
5.62
5.76
5.75
5.54
5.42
5.32
5.53
5.42

N12
9.23
9.40
9.81
9.10
9.07
9.14
9.16
8.85
9.06
9.02
8.96
8.98
9.05
9.09
8.99
8.92
9.10
8.99

N16
11.01
11.35
12.16
10.80
12.15
12.26
12.18
10.58
10.96
12.59
12.46
10.71
10.82
12.66
12.56
12.48
12.66
12.55

Examples
of
images
can
be
found
on
www.etfbl.net/~aleksej/compress.htm. Analyzing the
results from Table 1, it can be concluded that simple
predictors have equal or better performances on natural
images, compared to least square based predictors with
heavy computing demands. A reason for this result can be
found in the fact that natural images have more complex
patterns that are hard to find. The second reason might be
the fact that causal contexts often have more outsiders and
it is well-known that least square methods are not robust to
them. Considering medical images, least square methods
show an improvement when expanding a test set, but at the
expense of significant computing demands. Based on these
conclusions, a simple predictor LosslessJPEG4 is chosen
for the proposed solution.
IV. CONTEXT MODELING
Context modeling uses the repeating patterns of
neighbor pixels of a current pixel to further improve
prediction. It is often a case that images contain textures
which are characterized by repeating values of
neighboring pixels. Each time some scheme is detected, a
context model is updated and learned about the probability
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distribution of pixel values for that scheme. For example,
if we observe n previous pixels in a binary image, we can
notice that there are 2n possible schemes. To overcome this
bottleneck, similar schemes are grouped into one context
and the determination of context will be crucial for
prediction correction. A context is detected by applying a
detection rule on several neighboring pixels. For each
context, an accumulator and counter are constantly
updated. A context counter N is incremented each time a
context is detected. Accumulator A is a sum of prediction
errors for each case a context is detected. After prediction
and context detection, a prediction value P is corrected:
(9)
Pc = P + [ A / N ]
A large number of contexts may lead to so called
context dilution, a phenomenon when the number of
contexts is high so they cannot be learned during the
image scanning. A smaller number of contexts is also not
optimum, because the conditional probability of following
pixel values may not determine an optimum correction for
prediction. Another problem are areas on image with
different textures. Transition is a second texture area that
may lead to non optimum correction calculated according
to non learned contexts. These problems are usually solved
by setting a limit of a counter for every context. After a
limit is reached, a context counter and appropriate context
accumulator are halved. Context modeling used in this
research uses a similar context modeling algorithm as in
[16]. A context is determined with three neighbor pixels,
two previous prediction errors, local gradient estimation
and three adjustable thresholds. Context and associated
accumulator are labeled with a unique index. The index is
a 7-bit number, thus a total number of contexts is 256. The
first three bits are set to one if W, N and NW are larger or
equal than prediction, respectively. Otherwise, they are set
to zero. The second two bits are set to one if the previous
two prediction errors are even, respectively. The last two
bits are set according to local gradient estimation (5) and
predefined thresholds:
g = gv + gh
if g ≤ T1 , then k ( 6 ) = 0 and k ( 7 ) = 0,
elseif g ≤ T2 , then k ( 6 ) = 1 and k ( 7 ) = 0,

space. When coding grayscale images, input values are the
values of grayness. Entropy coders are referred to as a
group of algorithms which can achieve bitrates arbitrarily
close to (7). The most popular entropy coders are the
Huffman coder, Golomb-Rice coder and arithmetic coder
[1]-[4].
A coding context exploits the fact that the conditional
probability of prediction error image p(E|c), where c is a
context condition, is lower than the original probability of
prediction error image p(E). Thus, optimal determining of
coding context can further remove statistical redundancy
achieving lower output bitrates. Although conditional
probability enables efficient selection of a coding context,
this method requires additional computations. But still, a
coding context provides more efficient coding and a
shorter output data stream. In order to reconcile the two
contradictory requirements, a very simple coding context
is proposed, which is based on the fact that each of the
possible values usually have several optimal coding
contexts c. These coding contexts can be estimated from
the neighboring pixels, as well. Since only three neighbor
pixels are used for prediction and context modeling, the
proposed solution uses three neighbor pixels as well.
These three pixels are used to estimate an optimal
characteristic number k for the Golomb-Rice coder. Thus,
a simple and efficient method is used to remove statistical
redundancy and to create an output bitstream. For a 12-bit
image, a coding context is based on the auxiliary
parameter e, which is a simple estimation of a local level
of activity:
(11)
e =  ( N + W + NW ) / 3  .
This parameter actually estimates the magnitude of the
next value to be coded. Considering used mapping and
modular arithmetic, the magnitude can be in the range
[0,1,.. 212-1], thus k is estimated to produce the shortest
possible codeword for the estimated magnitude:
i f e < 2, then k = 0; elseif e < 4, then k = 1;
elseif e < 8, then k = 2; elseif e < 16, then k = 3;
elseif e < 32, then k = 4; elseif e < 64, then k = 5;

(10)

elseif g ≤ T3 , then k ( 6 ) = 0 and k ( 7 ) = 1,
else , k ( 6 ) = 1 and k ( 7 ) = 1,

In this research thresholds are set to default values T1=8,
T2=16 and T3=32.
V. ENTROPY CODING
Entropy coding is the step of lossless image compression
algorithm which actually does the compression. Previous
steps are removing redundancy, but the coder is forming
the final bitstream of a compressed image. Statistical
redundancy refers to possibility to store an image on less
memory space when using variable-length code words,
rather than fixed-length code words. Removing statistical
redundancy is the process of exploiting the fact that some
input values occur with higher possibilities than others.
Those input values that occur more often are coded with
minimum length code words, thus preserving storage

(12)

elseif e < 128, then k = 6; elseif e < 256, then k = 7;
elseif e < 512, then k = 8; elseif e < 1024, then k = 9;
elseif e < 2048 , then k = 10; else k = 11;

This simple principle can be generalized to efficiently
code images with an arbitrary bit-depth. Considering the
fact that the context of a current pixel can be misleading, a
non optimal parameter k can be selected causing a
significant extension. In this case an array of bit ones is
used as a mask after which the current pixel is coded
binary.
To further improve coding efficiency, a dictionary
expansion method based on the Run-Length mode is used.
This mode is efficient in cases where long series of
repeating values are found in an image, which is often the
case in medical images. These areas in an image have
entropy lower than 1 bpp, so entropy coders are
inefficient. Instead of coding each pixel, it is only
necessary to code a number of repetitions.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Previous sections contain detailed descriptions of major
steps for lossless image compression algorithm. Proposed
solutions of each step are given as well. In this section, the
proposed solution is tested and its performance is
compared with the standardized lossless image
compression algorithm JPEG-LS. This standard is proven
to have a better performance than JPEG2000 considering
lossless coding [2], but JPEG2000 is considered as well.
One of the easiest ways to compare compression
methods is to obtain compression ratios. But averaged
compression ratios do not carry any significant
information, therefore the proposed solution will be
compared with the standardized JPEG-LS algorithm by the
memory space required to store a test dataset after
compression. Table 2 gives the results of the described
test, where numbers in the table are the amount of
megabytes (MB), required for storage.
TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF THE EFFICIENCY OF PROPOSED
ALGORITHM AND JPEG-LS ON VARIOUS DATASETS.

Method
Proposed
JPEG-LS
JPEG2000

CT
140.9
136.7
130.6

MRI
41.6
42.4
41.1

N12
109.8
106.6
110.4

N16
162.9
158.1
162.4

Analyzing the results from Table 2, we can see that the
proposed algorithm gives better results for medical images
compared to JPEG-LS, but JPEG2000 is more suited for
this type of data. Considering the performance on natural
images, JPEG-LS gives best results, thus proving that it is
able to model data effectively on higher resolutions. It is
important to notice that the proposed solution gives similar
results as much more complicated and computationally
demanding JPEG2000 does.
A MATLAB and C executables of the proposed lossless
image compression algorithm can be found at:
www.etfbl.net/~aleksej/compress.htm.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel algorithm for lossless image
compression is presented. This algorithm is simple and
especially tailored to be invariant to bit-depth. The
proposed algorithm relies on experimental results on
different sets of 12-bit medical and 12-bit and 16-bit
natural, previously uncompressed images. Although it is
very simple, it is proven to have a similar performance on
higher resolution images as standardized algorithms for
lossless image compression.
Another contribution of this paper is a detailed analysis
of predictor efficiency on 12-bit and 16-bit medical and
natural images. The results of this analysis lead to a
conclusion that simpler predictors have a satisfactory
performance on images with a high dynamic range,
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compared to computationally expensive predictors based
on a minimum mean square error. A novel simple entropy
coder is presented and described, as well. The fact that
every coded value has an optimal coding context is used to
construct a simple and efficient coding algorithm.
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